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Contracting Cycle Gaining Momentum
Event

Recommendation:

We have updated our forecasts following the release of Q4/21 results, 2022
guidance, and the announcement of a phased restart of production at McArthur
River/Key Lake.

Risk:

Impact: POSITIVE

BUY
HIGH

12-Month Target Price:

C$39.00

12-Month Dividend (Est.):

C$0.12

12-Month Total Return:

Strategic decisions reflect market optimism and continued discipline and
conservatism. We would characterize management's Q4/21 conference call
commentary as highly optimistic on the future of the nuclear industry, uranium
demand, and Cameco's ability to capture additional long-term contracting
opportunities. We believe the strategic decision announced to restart production at
McArthur River reflects management's view that the market is transitioning into a
security of supply, utility term contracting cycle (as highlighted by the 40mmlbs of
contracting completed already in 2022), and the company is positioning itself to
take advantage of those opportunities. Despite the restart decision, management
emphasized that CCO will continue to be supply-disciplined indefinitely into the
future.
In our view, the resumption of significant volumes of long-term contracting
in the uranium market has been long overdue; utilities have been contracting
at lower than replacement rates for almost a decade. Based on UxC estimates,
utilities now have ~1.4 billion pounds of uncovered demand through 2035, which
contrasts with uranium mine supply from current operations starting to decline by
the late-2020s.
Cameco noted that it is seeing three significant signposts in its contract
discussions with utilities that indicate increasing concern about long-term
supply: (1) contract durations are increasing beyond five years and in certain cases
up to 10 years; (2) utilities are requesting greater contract volumes into the millions of
pounds; and (3) utilities are requesting delivery contracts that extend into the 2030s.
The resumption of a term contract cycle is the final indicator we have been looking
for to suggest that uranium pricing is setting the stage for another leg higher.

TD Investment Conclusion
We are maintaining our BUY recommendation. Our target price is unchanged
at $39.00. We believe that Cameco management has delivered a phased restart
plan for McArthur River and production curtailment strategy at Cigar Lake that will
successfully manage increased production over a period of time while also mitigating
concerns that a flood of restarted production would upset market dynamics.
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Market Data (C$)
Current Price
52-Week Range
Mkt Cap (f.d.) ($mm)
EV ($mm)
Current Dividend
Dividend Yield
Avg. Daily Trading Vol.

C$28.94
$18.41 - $35.47
$11,512.3
$11,153.5
$0.12
0.4%
2,573,822

Financial Data (C$)
Fiscal Y-E
Shares O/S (f.d)(mm)
Float Shares (mm)
Net Debt/Total Cap
NAVPS
Working Cap ($mm)

December
397.8
397.8
3.1%
$19.33
$1,727.8

Estimates (C$)
Year
EBITDA ($mm)
EBITDA ($mm) (old)
EPS (f.d.)
EPS (f.d.) (old)
CFPS (f.d)
CFPS (f.d) (old)

2020A
154.9
–
(0.17)
–
0.65
–

2021A
49.6
(20.5)
(0.25)
(0.49)
0.37
0.22

2022E
60.7
179.2
(0.23)
0.06
0.17
0.50

2023E
222.3
91.1
0.18
0.15
0.63
0.31

EPS (f.d.) Quarterly Estimates (C$)
Year
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

2020A
0.07
(0.16)
(0.20)
0.12

2021A
(0.07)
(0.10)
(0.14)
0.06

2022E
(0.08)
(0.10)
0.05
(0.10)

2023E
–
–
–
–

2020A
72.0x
nmf
44.5x

2021A
224.9x
nmf
78.2x

2022E
183.7x
nmf
nmf

2023E
50.2x
nmf
45.9x

2020A
30
5

2021A
35
6

2022E
50
11

2023E
55
15

Valuations
Year
EV/EBITDA
P/E (f.d.)
P/CFPS (f.d)

Supplemental Data
Year
U3O8 (US$/lb)
U3O8 Prod. Mlb

All figures in C$, unless otherwise specified
CCO-T: Price
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Company Profile

Cameco is one of the world's largest uranium
producers. The company's flagship McArthur
River and Cigar Lake mines are located in the
Athabasca Basin in Saskatchewan, Canada.
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Please see the final pages of this document for important disclosure information.
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Exhibit 1. Term Contract Volumes and Average Annual Spot Price
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Note: January 2022 term volume reflects only Cameco’s reported contracting
Source: Ux Consulting, Cameco, TD Securities Inc. estimates

Exhibit 2. Unfilled Utility Uranium Requirements

Source: UxC, Cameco
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McArthur River/Key Lake restarting production in 2022/2023. CCO is targeting
annual production of 15mmlbs (100% basis) from McArthur River/Key Lake by 2024
(~60% of production capacity), 2022 production is expected to be ~5mmlbs (100% basis).
The ramp up of McArthur River/Key Lake to the targeted 2024 production level is
expected to happen over 2022 and 2023, during which time CCO expects $17mm/month
of ‘operational readiness costs’ until ‘reasonable production rates’ are achieved. Cigar
Lake production capacity will be curtailed to balance production and optimize the
Northern Saskatchewan portfolio. CCO will reduce its annual production at Cigar Lake to
13.5mmlbs (~75% of production capacity, 100% basis); 2022 production is expected to
be ~15mmlbs (100% basis). The reduction of production at Cigar Lake reflects supply
discipline, and also allows management more time to assess the future of Cigar Lake
beyond the current Phase 1 mine plan. The current life-of-mine plan for Cigar Lake now
extends till 2032 (2029 previously).
It is not clear what production costs will be at McArthur River and Cigar Lake over the
next several years. However, management indicated that it is planning to target costs that
are consistent with those contained in the most recent technical reports — McArthur River
LOM costs were forecast at ~C$14.75/lb and Cigar Lake at C$15.98/lb.
Exhibit 3. Northern Saskatchewan Uranium Mines Phased Production Plan Through 2024

Source: Cameco
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Outlook
We have adjusted our forecasts to reflect Q4/21 results, updated guidance, and the
updated production plans for McArthur River and Cigar Lake. Our consolidated NAV-8%
has increased to $19.33/share (from $19.11/share), largely as a result of an earlier restart
of production at McArthur River than we had anticipated. We have also adjusted
production for Cigar Lake to reflect lower anticipated production going forward and
extended the mine life.
Exhibit 4. Cameco Net Asset Value
Cameco Net Asset Value

8%

10%

C$000

C$/sh

C$000

C$/sh

3,174,380
1,226,832
186,370
1,887,656
190,200
108,600
627,572
7,401,610

7.98
3.08
0.47
4.75
0.48
0.27
1.58
18.61

2,629,152
1,131,307
150,911
1,509,193
190,200
108,600
558,471
6,277,835

6.61
2.84
0.38
3.79
0.48
0.27
1.40
15.78

234,548
652,000

0.59
1.64

234,548
652,000

0.59
1.64

Mining/Project NAV

8,288,158

20.84

7,164,383

18.01

Plus:
Working Capital
Equity Investments

1,727,809
0

4.34
0.00

1,727,809
0

4.34
0.00

Minus:
Corporate G&A
CRA Cash Remittances
Debt
Reclamation
Plus/(Minus) balance sheet items
Total NAV

(448,238)
206,953
(996,250)
(1,090,009)
(599,735)
7,688,423

(1.13)
0.52
(2.50)
(2.74)
(1.51)
19.33

(416,124)
206,953
(996,250)
(1,090,009)
(567,621)
6,596,762

(1.05)
0.52
(2.50)
(2.74)
(1.43)
16.58

Nuclear Operations
McArthur River
Cigar Lake
Rabbit Lake
Inkai
Highland-Smith
Crow Butte
Conversion
Total Operations

69.8% MRJV, 83.33% KLJV
50.3% JV
100%
40%
100%
100%
100%

Existing Mines (50% inferred resources @ C$10/lb)
Pipeline projects (50% total resources @C$5/lb) *

* Pipeline projects include: Yeelirrie, Kintyre, and Millennium

Source: TD Securities Inc. estimates

Valuation
CCO is currently trading at a P/NAV multiple of ~1.49x, compared with its larger-cap
Canadian mining peers at an average of ~0.9x.
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Justification of Target Price
Our target price is based on a 50/50 blend of 2.2x our NAV and 18.0x our forecast
EV/2025 EBITDA (discounted back to 2022 at 5%). We have used 2025 as our base year
for EBITDA because that is when we expect Cameco’s Tier One uranium mines to return
to near full production.
Exhibit 5. Cameco Target Price Calculation
NAV

Weighting

50%

NAV-8%

C$/sh

19.33

2.20x

C$/sh

42.52

Per share - C$

42.52

Average
EV/2025 EBITDA

21.26
Weighting

50%

18.00

C$M

15,258

YE 2025 Cash

C$M

1,690

YE 2025 LT Debt

C$M

Total

C$M

per share - C$

(496)
16,452
41.36

Discounted at 5% to 2022 - C$

$35.75

Weighted Target Price - C$/sh

$39.13

Source: TD Securities Inc. estimates

Key Risks to Target Price
The main risks facing the company include forecast, financial, technical, and political
risks. Among other things, these include risks related to uranium prices, input costs, and
fuel prices; the governing fiscal and legislative regimes; the timing of key developments;
market conditions; capital and operating costs; foreign exchange rates; resources and
reserves; operating parameters; permitting; environment; and staffing and key personnel
retention. As Cameco is primarily a uranium mining company, it faces heightened
environmental risks relative to other mining companies. COVID-19-related operational
restrictions could affect our forecasts.
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TD Securities Equity Research Disclosures
Company
Cameco Corp.

Ticker

Disclosures

CCO-T | CCJ-N

2, 4, 9

1. TD Securities Inc., TD Securities (USA) LLC or an affiliated company has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities within the last 12 months with respect to the subject
company.
2. TD Securities Inc., TD Securities (USA) LLC or an affiliated company has received compensation for investment banking services within the last 12 months with respect to the
subject company.
3. TD Securities Inc., TD Securities (USA) LLC or an affiliated company expects to receive compensation for investment banking services within the next three months with respect to
the subject company.
4. TD Securities Inc. or TD Securities (USA) LLC has provided investment banking services within the last 12 months with respect to the subject company.
5. A long position in the securities of the subject company is held by the research analyst, by a member of the research analyst’s household, or in an account over which the research
analyst has discretion or control.
6. A short position in the securities of the subject company is held by the research analyst, by a member of the research analyst’s household, or in an account over which the research
analyst has discretion or control.
7. A long position in the derivative securities of the subject company is held by the research analyst, by a member of the research analyst’s household, or in an account over which the
research analyst has discretion or control.
8. A short position in the derivative securities of the subject company is held by the research analyst, by a member of the research analyst’s household, or in an account over which
the research analyst has discretion or control.
9. TD Securities Inc. and/or an affiliated company is a market maker, or is associated with the specialist that makes a market, in the securities of the subject company.
10. TD Securities Inc. and/or affiliated companies own 1% or more of the equity securities of the subject company.
11. A partner, director or officer of TD Securities Inc. or TD Securities (USA) LLC, or a research analyst involved in the preparation of this report has, during the preceding 12 months,
provided services to the subject company for remuneration.
12. This security has Subordinate voting shares.
13. This security has Restricted voting shares.
14. This security has Non-voting shares.
15. This security has Variable voting shares.
16. This security has Limited voting shares.
Additional Important Disclosures
Price Graphs
Full disclosures for all companies covered by TD Securities can be viewed at https://www.tdsresearch.com/equities/welcome.important.disclosure.action by TD Securities' institutional
equity clients.
Distribution of Research Ratings^

Investment Services Provided*
100%
81.29%

REDUCE - 1.2%

75%

NOT RATED - 0.3%

50%

HOLD - 21.2%
BUY - 77.3%

25%

0%

16.96%

BUY

HOLD

0.58%

1.17%

NOT
RATED

REDUCE

Current as of: February 10, 2022
^ Percentage of subject companies under each rating category: BUY (covering ACTION LIST BUY,
BUY and SPECULATIVE BUY ratings), HOLD, and REDUCE (covering TENDER and REDUCE
ratings) and NOT RATED (covering UNDER REVIEW, SUSPENDED, and NOT RATED).
* Percentage of subject companies within each of the four categories (BUY, HOLD, REDUCE, and
NOT RATED) for which TD Securities Inc. has provided investment banking services within the last
12 months.
Definition of Research Ratings
ACTION LIST BUY: The stock's total return is expected to exceed a minimum of 15% (with higher thresholds for less liquid, more risky securities) over the next 12 months and it is a
top pick in the Analyst's sector.
BUY: The stock's total return is expected to exceed a minimum of 10% (with higher thresholds for less liquid, more risky securities) over the next 12 months.
SPECULATIVE BUY: The stock's total return is expected to exceed a minimum of 30% over the next 12 months (with higher thresholds for less liquid securities); however, there is material
event risk associated with the investment that could result in a significant loss.
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HOLD: The stock's total return is expected to be between 0% and 10%, (with higher thresholds for less liquid, more risky securities) over the next 12 months.
TENDER: Investors are advised to tender their shares to a specific offer for the company's securities or to support a proposed combination reflecting our view that a superior offer
is not forthcoming.
REDUCE: The stock's total return is expected to be negative over the next 12 months.
SUSPENDED: Due to evolving circumstances, we can no longer generate what we consider a defensible target price and rating at the current time.
UNDER REVIEW: Our rating is under review pending additional information and/or analysis. The prior rating should not be relied on.
NOT RATED: We do not currently produce a recommendation and a target price on this security.
Risk ratings are relative to other companies in the TD Securities Equity Research coverage universe. In order of increasing risk, our risk ratings are LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH, and
SPECULATIVE. These risk ratings are not meant to be compared to ratings on other securities and asset classes outside our Equity Research coverage universe.
Overall Risk Rating in order of increasing risk: Low (6.5% of coverage universe), Medium (42.1%), High (42.7%), Speculative (8.6%)
Research Dissemination Policy
TD Securities makes its research products available in electronic and/or printed formats. If there are any subsequent material changes to the reports it publishes, TD Securities will
as soon as practicable distribute such reports with the relevant changes to its institutional clients who are entitled to receive them. Entitled institutional clients may also receive our
research via third-party platforms including, but not limited to, Bloomberg, FactSet, Refinitiv, and S&P Capital IQ. All research is available by password to entitled institutional clients
at https://www.tdsresearch.com/equities. TD Securities may also update proprietary models; these models may be obtained by entitled institutional clients by contacting the research
analyst directly. There is no planned frequency of updates to these models.
Analyst Certification
Each analyst of TD Securities Inc. whose name appears on page 1 of this research report hereby certifies that (i) the recommendations and opinions expressed in the research report
accurately reflect the research analyst's personal views about any and all of the securities or issuers discussed herein that are within the analyst’s coverage universe and (ii) no part
of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the provision of specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in
the research report.
Disclaimer
This material is for general informational purposes only and is not investment advice nor does it constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell a particular financial instrument. It does
not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, risk profile or the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this material. No representation is made that the
information contained herein is accurate in all material respects, complete or up to date, nor that it has been independently verified by TD Securities. Recipients of this analysis or report are to contact
the representative in their local jurisdiction with regards to any matters or questions arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or report.
Historic information regarding performance is not indicative of future results and investors should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. All investments entail
risk, including potential loss of principal invested. Performance analysis is based on certain assumptions, the results of which may vary significantly depending on the modelling inputs assumed. This
material, including all opinions, estimates and other information, constitute TD Securities’ judgment as of the date hereof and is subject to change without notice. The price, value of and income from
any of the securities mentioned in this material can fall as well as rise. Any market valuations contained herein are indicative values as of the time and date indicated. Such market valuations are
believed to be reliable, but TD Securities does not warrant their completeness or accuracy. Different prices and/or valuations may be available elsewhere and TD Securities suggests that valuations
from other sources be obtained for comparison purposes. Any price or valuation constitutes TD Securities’ judgment and is subject to change without notice. Actual quotations could differ subject
to market conditions and other factors.
TD Securities disclaims any and all liability relating to the information herein, including without limitation any express or implied representations or warranties for, statements contained in, and omissions
from, the information. TD Securities is not liable for any errors or omissions in such information or for any loss or damage suffered, directly or indirectly, from the use of this information. TD Securities
may have effected or may effect transactions for its own account in the securities described herein. No proposed customer or counterparty relationship is intended or implied between TD Securities
and a recipient of this document.
TD Securities makes no representation as to any tax, accounting, legal or regulatory issues. Investors should seek their own legal, financial and tax advice regarding the appropriateness of investing
in any securities or pursuing any strategies discussed herein. Investors should also carefully consider any risks involved. Any transaction entered into is in reliance only upon the investor’s judgment
as to financial, suitability and risk criteria. TD Securities does not hold itself out to be an advisor in these circumstances, nor do any of its representatives have the authority to do so.
The information contained herein is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation or which
would subject TD Securities to additional licensing or registration requirements. It may not be copied, reproduced, posted, transmitted or redistributed in any form without the prior written consent
of TD Securities.
If you would like to unsubscribe from our email distribution lists at any time, please contact your TD Securities Sales Contact. If you are located in Europe, Asia, Australia or New Zealand you may
also unsubscribe by emailing us at Privacy.EAP@tdsecurities.com.
For more information, refer to our Privacy Policy. https://www.tdsecurities.com/ca/en/privacy-security
Australia

If you receive this document and you are domiciled in Australia, please note that this report is intended to be issued for general information purposes only and distributed through Toronto Dominion
(South East Asia) Limited ("TDSEA"). TDSEA does not hold itself out to be providing financial advice in these circumstances. TD Securities is a trademark and represents certain investment dealing
and advisory activities of Toronto-Dominion Bank and its subsidiaries, including TDSEA. The Toronto-Dominion Bank is not an authorized deposit-taking or financial services institution in Australia.
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